March is Women's History Month. It is a great opportunity to celebrate the scientific, historical and artistic pioneering women from the Lloyd's collections. In addition to a new podcast series and Fellowship lecture, March marks the return of viewing opportunities by appointment for our exhibition *Women and Nature*.

**Natural Wonders: Pioneering Female Scientists of Cincinnati** Fellowship Lecture

When: March 18, 7-8 pm.  
What: Virtual Lecture

Join 2020 Curtis Gates Lloyd Fellow Elissa Yancey as she explores her research into the groundbreaking travels and writings of...
Cincinnatians Lucy and Annette Braun, including correspondence with botanist Elizabeth Brockschlager. As natural scientists, the Brauns’ early-20th century work holds modern implications for topics like climate change. Reservations required.

Lloyd Artists-in-Residence
Open New Exhibition

2019 Lloyd Artists-in-Residence Katie Parker and Guy Michael Davis, known collectively as Future Retrieval, bring their multi-media talent to the Cincinnati Art Museum for a new solo exhibition. Featuring the duo’s own works alongside pieces from the CAM’s collection, the exhibition titled Close Parallel brings plant, animal and fungal forms to life through ceramics, cut paper and other materials. For more information, click here.

Women and Nature Exhibition Reopens

Women and Nature in Arts, Sciences and Letters is a tribute to female scientists, authors, artists and illustrators represented in the Lloyd’s collections. It features work by naturalists, botanists, mycologists,
horticulturists and explorers, including pioneers of scientific illustration. Due to safety concerns, visitors are required to schedule appointments to view the exhibition.